


INTRODUCTION

This paper seeks to offer an insight on APRES network and token 
purposefulness and usability. Supporting our idea for a more decentralized 

news and media outlet to the extremely redacted journalism industry.
     

APRES stands for Anonymous Press; such is the branding and logo, 
designed as to fight suppression by the elite, news suppression, truth 

suppression and the freedom of speech.
     
APRES strives to promote  transparent societies by rewarding persons who 

provide valuable contributions with cryptocurrency. APRES Token is 
therefore issued as a social currency and reward system, that serves as 

bounty when used as the official news currency, gaining recognition in the 
global market, including a massive number of persons who shall engage with 

APRES network and cryptocurrency.







THE TEAM

Living in Belgium currently working for a cloud 
provider & has a master in electronics.

Since graduating has worked as a systems 
engineer for Windows & Linus.

A passionate Entrepreneur, Founder, Co-Founder, 
Inventor and Author. He is CEO and Managing 

Director of several companies over several industries, 
providing an array of experience. Scott’s focus is 

strategy, scalability and company growth of multiple 
ventures to which he is involved with today. They 

range from Manufacturing, Tech, Marketing and more.
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Joel is highly experienced in UI/UX Design, 
Branding, Prototyping & Strategy for large 

scalable platforms. He has co-founded a world 
first property ecosystem for the Real Estate 

industry, a Global Lost & Found Application and 
also is a successful property investor.

Economics professional focused on developing 
and streamlining procedures & finding innovative 

and cost-effective solutions. Experienced 
Business Administration Management 

Professional, with strong leadership and relation 
building skills. A blogger, B.Sc. Economics, B.Sc. 
Bussiness Administration Management & M.Sc. 
in Network Economics & Information system.











We found the need to address this matter head on.  While we pride ourselves a 
platform that gives right to each and everyone to post or write on what the deem 
fit or moral. APRES Network, nonetheless engages journalist rating and verification.

We ask all journalist and folks with journalism profession to kindly submit their 
Resume or work for verification purpose. Upon verification APRES will make sure 
that news and articles from verified Journalist are prioritized and therefore would 
appear much more often to your regular lad with a free platform’s article. Hence, 
APRES  will engage a rating scale for all its writer and professional journalist alike. 

Only verified journalist shall and will be capable to host live broadcasting. 
This could be through a smart phone, laptop camera, or the use of third party 
camera. With live video broadcasting, we enable journalist to report live from 
the field of action, once more APRES  fulfills its purposes by bridging the gap 
between time, even and access to the whats happing around the world before 
it even gets trending. Rather bold! Yes, APRES  does all this and yet provide 
anonymity while at it.

First and foremost, for a journalist to get rated he or she ought to be verified. 
Per verification, the rest is left to the public, rating is based and will be based 
but not limited to view count, thumbs vote, recommendation, earnings, writing, 
community engagement and most frankly the scale to which the journalist will 
and would go to ensure that Journalism is upheld by following all rules, 
principle and ethics pertained to journalism. 

Why would I trust that any of the news 
or article posted on here is legitimate?

Can I host Live video broadcasting?

Who defines the rating scale?













https://www.facebook.com/ApresNet/
https://discordapp.com/invite/tCdy9BV
https://twitter.com/ApresNet
https://t.me/ApresNet
https://www.apresnet.com/

